
REACTION TIMER FOR ONE OR TWO PLAYERS
By Bruce Pierson (original circuit by Colin Mitchell)

Here is an interesting game for one or two players. I was browsing Colin Mitchell's 
free eBook – 50-555 Circuits, available at  www.talkingelectronics.com and I found 
the circuit for this game, so I thought it would be interesting to construct it. I have 
made a few small changes to Colin's original circuit, by altering the value of two 
components and adding a GO LED and connecting the decimal point to pulse at one 
second intervals. I designed the PCB to reflect the TE style of constructing projects.

HOW IT WORKS
In two player mode: Player one presses the GO button, which flashes the green 
LED, resets the 4026 counter and starts the 555 timer. The 555 timer produces pulses 
at the rate of 10 pulses per second, which are counted by the 4026 IC and displayed 
on the 7-segment display. Player two is then required to press the STOP button as 
quickly as possible. This freezes the display by activating the clock inhibit line (Pin 
2) of the 4026 IC which is held high by the 22µF capacitor. Player Two's reaction 
time  is  then  shown  on  the  display  in  10ths  of  a  second.  The  22µF capacitor  is 
discharged  by  the  100k resistor  after  about  two seconds,  allowing the  display  to 
resume counting. The players then swap roles to test Player one's reaction time.

In Single Player mode: The object of the game is to try to light each digit, 0 – 9 by 
pressing the STOP button at exactly the right time to display the correct number. The 
timing of pressing the STOP button has to be judged by watching the pulsing decimal 
point. This is connected to the “b” segment of the 7-segment display, which is the top 
half of the numeral one. This segment has a duty cycle of 80%, being lit for all the 
numbers except 5 and 6. Therefore, the decimal point goes out at the count of 5 and 
comes back on at the count of 7. By carefully judging when to press the STOP button, 
it should be possible to light up the desired number if your reaction time is spot on.

http://www.talkingelectronics.com/


The circuit diagram of the Reaction Timer, adapted from Colin's original circuit
Construction is straightforward, with all the components being mounted on a printed 
circuit board, measuring 126mm x 63mm, which is the correct size to fit a UB3 Jiffy  
Box. The Jiffy Box houses the 6V battery pack,  which consists of four 1.5V AA 
batteries in a suitable battery holder. 

First, install the seven links on the PCB. This must be done first, because two of the 
links  are  under  the  FND560  7-segment  display.  Then  install  the  rest  of  the 
components, starting with the resistors and then proceed to the larger components. 
Follow the component overlay, being careful to orient the two ICs, the Electrolytic 
and  Tantalum capacitors,  the  LED and  the  FND560 7-segment  display  correctly. 
When installing the FND560 display, the decimal point is at the bottom of the display 
and goes towards the 4026 IC.

The component layout of the PCB



The PCB pattern artwork is supplied at twice actual size. Set your printer to print at  
50% to obtain the correct sized artwork.

The screen print artwork for the top of the PCB is supplied at twice actual size. Set  
your printer to print at 50% to obtain the correct sized artwork.

CHECKING THE TIMING
Once you have the construction finished, connect the batteries and switch on. You 
should see the FND560 display rapidly counting the numbers from 0 to 9 and the 
decimal point will be pulsing at approximately one second intervals. Have someone 
time exactly one minute on a stopwatch or clock, while you count the number of 
pulses in the one minute period. It  should be very close to 60 pulses per minute, 
which means that the numbers change at 1/10th second intervals, which is what we 
want. 



If  you get  between  58 and 62 pulses  per  minute,  that's  accurate  enough for  our 
purpose here.  If  you get  a  number  that  is  substantially  higher  or  lower  than this 
number, then the timing will need to be adjusted. This is most simply achieved by 
altering the value of the 68k resistor. Increase or decrease the value by one value and 
re-count  the pulses until  the count is  within two or three of  60.  Another  way of 
altering  the  timing is  by  changing the value  of  the 0.68µF capacitor.  I  built  two 
prototypes of the Reaction timer and I found that the first one was almost exact with 
the timing. The second one was running too fast, so I soldered a 47nF capacitor under 
the PCB across the 0.68µF capacitor. This corrected the timing to within the required 
accuracy.

PARTS LIST
1 UB3 Jiffy Box
I Printed Circuit Board measuring 126mm x 63mm
4 AA alkaline batteries
1 Battery Holder to hold 4 x AA batteries
1 Battery Snap to suit the battery holder
Some foam or similar material to hold the battery pack in place
1 FND560 7-segment display or equivalent common cathode 7-segment display
1 4026 Decade Counter IC
1 555 Timer IC
1 Green 5mm LED
1 Slide Switch
2 Push-Button Switches with green buttons
2 Push-Button Switches with red buttons
1 68k ¼W resistor * or 1 100k ¼W resistor **
3 100k ¼W resistors
1 270k ¼ W resistor
1 0.68µF Tantalum Capacitor * or 1 1µF Electrolytic Capacitor **
1 10µF Electrolytic Capacitor
1 22µF Electrolytic Capacitor
Wire Links

** These components set the timing and may need some experimenting to get correct.

REFERENCES
Reaction Timer: 50-555 Circuits available at www.talkingelectronics.com 
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